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SJG-OPL

SJG-SPH

SJG-ONX

SJG-RBYSJG-AQM

SJG-GLD

Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Necklaces

PENDANT TEETHERS
  Item #SJG - Gemma

New style!

SJR-OPL

SJR-ONXSJR-RBY

SJR-SPH

SJR-AQM

SJR-GLD

NECKLACE TEETHERS
  Item #SJR - Rocca

New colors!

100% silicone, non-toxic jewelry 
that is effortless and stylish for 
mom to wear and safe and soothing 
for babies to use as a teething aid. 
Necklaces are available in multiple 
colors and styles and feature break-
away clasps as an added safety 
feature. Easily cleans with dish soap 
or can go in the dishwasher. Free of 
BPA, lead, phthalates, cadmium and 
metals. Please note these are not 
intended as toys; usage as teether 
requires adult supervision.  



Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Necklaces
NECKLACE TEETHERS
  Item #SJP - Pietra

SJP-BLK

SJP-GRY

SJP-NWHT

SJP-RED

SJP-TRQ

SJP-GRN SJP-NVYSJP-BLU SJP-PNK



SJS-BLK

SJS-TRQ

SJE-BLK

SJE-GRY

SJE-NWHT

SJE-RED

SJE-TRQ

Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Necklaces
NECKLACE TEETHERS
  Item #SJE - Ellisse 
  Item #SJS - Sasso

SJE-GRN

SJE-BLU

SJE-PNK

SJE-NVY



SJC-NVY

Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Necklaces

SJC-BLK

SJC-GRY

SJC-NWHT

SJC-RED

SJC-TRQ

SJC-WHT

SJC-GRN

SJC-BLU

SJC-PNK

NECKLACE TEETHERS
  Item #SJC - Ciclo

SJC-TRQ
Packaged



SJQ-TRQ

SJQ-RED SJQ-WHT

Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Bracelets

SJQ-BLK SJQ-GRY SJQ-NWHT

BRACELET TEETHERS
  Item #SJQ - Quadro

100% silicone, non-toxic jewelry that is effortless and stylish for mom to wear and safe and soothing for babies 
to use as a teething aid.  These fashionably functional bracelets are available in three styles and ten colors. Easily 
cleans with dish soap or can go in the dishwasher.  Free of BPA, lead, phthalates, cadmium and metals. Please 
note these are not intended as toys; usage as teether requires adult supervision.  

SJQ-GRN SJQ-BLU SJQ-PNK SJQ-NVY



Fashionable and safe child friendly silicone jewelry

Teething Bracelets
BRACELET TEETHERS
  Item #SJB - Bolla 
  Item #SJT - Tondo

SJB-GRN

SJB-BLU

SJB-PNK

SJB-NVY

SJT-BLK SJT-TRQSJT-GRY

SJT-RED

SJT-NWHT

SJT-WHT



A stylish, simple and eco-friendly option

Mama Bags

DIAPER BAG
  Item #BGA

With a fashion-forward exterior made of durable, waterproof, 
recycled fabric, this diaper bag is the perfect choice for the stylish, 
eco-conscious mom.  Generous top zipper opening makes it easy 
to grab larger items out of bag and allows for maximum visibility. 
Light gray interior makes locating the contents of the bag simple 
and convenient.  Bag features six exterior pockets, with one back 
zipper pocket and five interior pockets for plenty of storage. 
Lightweight, it is a breeze to tote around.  Sturdy design ensures 
it stays upright and does not tip over. Comes complete with 
coordinating foam change mat. Features D-ring attachments 
for stroller straps (sold separately). Measures 16”W x 5.5”D x 
12”H. Machine wash, hang dry.

DIAPER CLUTCH BAG
  Item #PWC

This convenient clutch is the perfect option for versatile, hand-held, waterproof storage. 
Ideal for storing mama products such as toiletries and make-up, or baby items 
like diapers and wipes!  Featuring 2 zipper closure compartments.  Interior 
compartment is made from soft, heat-sealed PUL making it truly waterproof 
inside. Exterior pocket is made from stylishly printed, recycled waterproof 
fabric and is great for storing dry items. Bag measures 10.5”L x 7”H. 
Machine wash and tumble dry low.

BGA-N02

PWC-N03

PWC-N01

PWC-N02



Keep things dry and safe with true waterproof protection

Wet Bags

WET/DRY BAG
  Item #WDBN

Nixi Wet/Dry Bags have two zippered compartments for 
separating wet and dry items along with a convenient snap 
handle for hanging or carrying. Featuring a waterproof, 
recycled polyester exterior with a PUL fabric 
interior for the “wet” compartment only. 
Measures 12.5”W x 16”L. Machine wash 
and tumble dry low.

WET BAG
  Item #WBN

Nixi Wet Bags provide great on-the-go storage for messy diapers, 
dirty clothes, wet swimsuits and so much more! Features front 
zipper closure and snap handle for hanging or carrying. 
Made of waterproof, recycled polyester. Measures 
12”W x 14”L. Machine wash and hang dry.

WDBN-N03

WDBN-N02

WDBN-N01

WBN-N03

WBN-N02

WBN-N01



Make your traveling a little easier

Travel Bags
COSMETIC BAG
  Item #BGO

Store your travel toiletries with style and 
waterproof protection! Waterproof in-
and-out, with a fashionable, waterproof, 
recycled polyester exterior and waterproof 
polyester interior. Conveniently store 
items in 4 interior zipper closure pockets, 
3 of which feature clear fronts. Lower 
pocket features solid black front for storing 
more private items. Bag features light 
padding throughout for added protection. 
Convenient straps make it easy to carry 
and to hang allowing for a full view of the 
interior of the bag. Convenient yet compact 
storage in any bathroom! Spot clean only.

ORGANIZER BAGS
  Item #EVB3N

A stylish and convenient way to keep all the 
little items in a purse or bag organized. Three 
lightweight bags in three different sizes, so 
every item is always in its right place! Made 
from from waterproof, recycled polyester. 
Machine wash and hang dry. 

TRAVEL BAGS
  Item #TB3

Similar to our organizer bags but with clear fronts. Each set 
is made of three lightweight bags in three different sizes, 
making travel a breeze! Made from waterproof, recycled 
polyester. Spot clean only.

BGO-N02

EVB3N-N02

EVB3N-N03

EVB3N-N01

TB3-N02

TB3-N01

TB3-N03



Reusable, safe and simple products for todays mom

Mama Necessities
NP4-N02

FP3-REG-N02

REUSABLE NURSING PADS
  Item #NP4

2 pairs of soft and absorbent nursing pads. Featuring super-soft, quick wicking 
micro-fleece for a stay dry feel. Ultra-absorbent micro-plush inner layers capture 
moisture. Waterproof PUL outer layer works as an effective barrier and helps 
ensure clothing is protected. Comes complete with waterproof, recycled polyester 
bag for storage on-the-go.  

REUSABLE FEMME PADS
  Item #FP3-XLT

  Item #FP3-LT

  Item #FP3-REG

  Item #FP3-HVY

Set of 3 soft and absorbent, reusable menstrual pads. Featuring super-
soft, quick wicking micro-fleece for a stay dry feel. Ultra-absorbent 
micro-plush inner layers capture moisture. Waterproof PUL outer layer 
works as effective barrier and helps ensure clothing is protected. 
Fold-up design helps make transport easy.  Comes complete with 
waterproof, recycled polyester bag for storage on-the-go. 
Available in 4 different sizes/absorbencies - Extra Light for 
spotting, Light, Regular and Heavy - a perfect option for 
postpartum moms!

REUSABLE BAMBOO CLOTH WIPES
  Item #BR12

Nixi reusable cloth wipes are a luxuriously soft, eco-friendly 
cleanup solution.  Made of rayon from bamboo blended 
with cotton, these wipes are perfect for babies and 
moms alike.  Whether used for baby after meal time 
or during diapering, or by mom as a washcloth or 
to remove  makeup, Nixi reusable wipes are always 
gentle and soft.  Package contains 12 wipes that 
measure approximately  6” x 6” each.  Machine 
wash and use again and again. 

BR12



5454 E. Washington St. #2 
Phoenix, AZ 85034 

Ph: 480.481.3618   Fx: 480.481.9248
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